
The optimal REGUPOL
flooring for your educational 
and university spaces

      THE FLOORING SOLUTION FOR 

COMMERCIAL EDCUATION 
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     OUR FLOOR FOR

EDUCATIONAL AREAS
Comfortable:
You want your students to feel comfortable and at ease in your learning areas. A 
calm, pleasant atmosphere puts people in a positive mood. Our REGUPOL everroll 
flooring is comfortable, pleasantly warm under foot, has a special feel to it and 
reduces impact and airborne noise in your rooms.

Rolls
Comfortable | create a pleasant atmosphere | 
warm under foot | standard or pre-sealed | standard 
thicknesses: 4 or 8 mm

Our products: REGUPOL everroll classic, REGUPOL everroll 
vitality, REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Floor build-up
Pleasant and comfortable to walk on | fall protection |  
good acoustic properties | range of colours |  various 
thicknesses
Our products: REGUPOL everroll impact with REGUPOL 
everroll range as the top layer

Modular tiles
Available as pre-cut modular tiles.  Create your own 
creative space, by using different coloured squares, 
hexagons or planks.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range
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edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface 
(brackets show superceeded product name)

Deviations from 
the colours shown 
are possible due to 
production batches 
and brochure print.

REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Seattle [1010]
4mm (shape palau)

Lagos [1008]
4mm (shape goa)

Yuma [1030]
4mm (shape kush)

Galway [1009]
4mm (shape manaus)

Osaka [1187]
4mm (shape oslo)

Lima [1113]
4mm (shape mons)

Boston [1112]
4mm (shape nome)

Manila [1105]
4mm (shape berlin)

Kush [2001]
4mm (active kush)

Goa [2000]
4mm (active goa)

Pompeji [1194]
4mm (active mons)

Mons [3138]
4mm (intensity mons)

Oslo [1208]
4mm (active olso)

Kýpros [3002]
4mm (intensity kypros)

Berlin [2005]
4mm (active berlin)

Paris [1085]
4mm (intensity berlin)

Island [3000]
4mm (intensity island)

Nome [2004]
4mm (active nome)

Helsinki [3001]
4mm (intensity nome)

Jakarta [3003]
4mm (intensity jakarta)

 AVAILABLE 

COLOURS
 RANGES & STYLES

Melbourne [1074]
4mm (shape melbourne)

Amsterdam [1036]
4mm (shape amsterdam)

Available standard or pre-sealed

Available standard in edition 4.0 or pre-sealed

Nome [3115]
4mm (vitality nome)

Berlin [3116]
4mm (vitality berlin)

Kush [3112]
4mm (vitality kush)

REGUPOL everroll vitality
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edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface 
(brackets show superceeded product name)

Nome [3121]
4mm (tone nome)

Sydney [3240]
4mm (tone sydney}

Auckland [3241]
4mm (tone auckland)

Lhasa [3180]
4mm (tone lhasa)

Kush [3118]
4mm (tone kush)

Bern [3122]
4mm (tone berlin)

Palau [3031]
4mm (core palau)

REGUPOL everroll classic

Manaus [3032]
4mm (core manaus)

Melbourne [3029]
4mm (core melbourne)

Perth [3239]
4mm (tone perth)

Berlin [3030]
4mm (core berlin)

Mons [3256]
4mm (core mons)

Amsterdam [3145]
4mm (core amsterdam)

Goa [3033]
4mm (core goa)

Available standard in edition 4.0 or pre-sealed

Deviations from 
the colours shown 
are possible due to 
production batches 
and brochure print.

Nome [3226]
3mm (granite marine nome)

Berlin [1172]
3mm (granite marine berlin)

REGUPOL everroll savanna

Mons [1177]
3mm (granite marine mons)

Available standard in external marine grade

Mons [1081] 
4mm (diamont mons)

Berlin [1075] 
4mm (diamont berlin)

REGUPOL everroll diamond Available standard or pre-sealed
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REGUPOL Australia Pty. Ltd. 
155 Smeaton Grange Road
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
phone +61 2 4624 0050
commercialsales@regupol.com.au 

REGUPOL Germany GmbH & Co. KG
REGUPOL America LLC
REGUPOL Acoustics Middle East FZE
REGUPOL Schweiz AG
REGUPOL Zebra Athletics LLC
BSW Shanghai CO. LTD.


